Y) . Note that the melt-spun Fe-Y amorphous alloys (Ref. 8) (V) 
Here f(co) and D in Eqs. (3) and (5) are the Fermidistribution function and the number of orbital degeneracy, respectively. We have neglected further interactions at the right-hand side (rhs) of Eq. (2) because of the damping effect in disordered systems.
N and J in Eq. (3) are the d-electron number and the effective exchange energy parameter, respectively. w (g) denotes the charge potential on site j, which is determined by the charge neutrality condition. (8) In the present formulation, the electrons with o spin move via transfer integrals t;, [-= (t) ;1 ] in the random potentials which consist of the atomic level e, It, mea-sured from chemical potential p, the charge potential wj(g), and the random exchange potential Jgo /2. The inverse locator L ' in Eqs. (3) and (7) (5), and (7) 
The efFective medium 
The substitution of Eq. (24) XI (13,k, q(+ ))I (13, z i -k, q( --))mo(z, i j, k, 11,12,13, 14)" .
(38)
In the same way, we obtain from Eqs. (29) 
Equations (37) 
The first term in Eq. (51) is given by [(5z) ], [z] [
in the case of a simple distribution (13), and the charge potentials wp(g) in various environments from Eq. (8}. We then calculate the energies E(g,z, i), 4+'(g, z, i, k), and 4~/'(g, z,i, k } from Eqs. (3) and (4), and x+ from Eqs. (40) and (41) Fig. 2 
